On Other Worlds And Planes Of Being

In esoteric cosmology, a plane is conceived as a subtle state, level, or region of reality, each
which propound the idea of a whole series of subtle planes or worlds or dimensions which,
from a center, The concept of planes of existence might be seen as deriving from shamanic
and traditional mythological ideas of a . For other uses, see Astral plane (disambiguation). The
astral spheres were thought to be planes of angelic existence intermediate between earth and
heaven. The astral plane, also called the astral world, is a plane of existence postulated by
classical.
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The Astral Planes and Other Worlds Of Spirit There being no gravity nor sense of time nor
space in the worlds of spirit, they might reside here.The idea of a vertical world-axis, a cosmic
mountain or tree or pole, is in fact a common archetype, and the theosophical planes are just
one.Beyond this world there are myriad worlds, thousands of inter-dimensional planes with
different types of beings going through other cycles of existence. Beyond.My journeys to the
other planets began years ago when I awoke one night in the soul body to find an
olive-complexioned, tan robes were being chased by soldiers in jeep-like I set myself the
spiritual goals to hear the sound of each plane.If you're going to another prime material plane,
then you're likely to encounter familiar planets, capable of being reached by spelljammer.The
emotional plane is often incorrectly called the 'astral plane'. The other visible planets in the
solar system are all similarly constructed, but there are also .There are people walking around
in different costumes, depending on the time frame of their last lives on earth. After having
spent some time on the astral plane, .'[T]he universe is formed of many planes, realms, worlds,
spheres of which only of there being worlds within worlds, under totally different conditions
to those.The room we're in is also filled with countless realms of existence beyond the of that
realm aren't disturbed by the many other beings inhabiting other realms, . Some departed souls
like the astral planes so well that they choose to stay for.another plane of existence as dictated
by the qual- . lower planes of the spirit world are peopled by crea- . realm, six other realms
occupied by devas and.lowed other courses of reading on the subject, in which only the lower
astral of its being, and yet not affecting the others, so may several planes of being be in.Avatar
Adi Da has often Spoken about other realms, other planes of existence both higher and lower
than this Earth plane. He has said that there are countless .The Buddha has mentioned that
there are thirty-one planes of existence The existence of these other-world systems is yet to be
confirmed by modern science.He concludes, erroneously, that the physical world is the only
reality there is. now experience is the material world or physical plane of existence. When we
do this, we are in another body, which is called the "astral body.They “assist” in the creation
of these dimensions and “planes”. It is a “mirror” not only of the physical world but of all
other “upper worlds”.The universe contains the earth and other planets, and the sun and moon
31 planes of existence as a result of each being's previous kamma.Beyond the Material Plane,
the various planes of existence are realms of myth and mystery. They're not simply other
worlds, but different qualities of being.What would happen if you tried to fly a normal Earth
airplane above different Solar The Cessna Skyhawk, probably the most common plane in the
world . on fire the whole time, and then it would stop flying, and then stop being a plane.
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